JEFF DENTON // FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPER
employment
		

Deutsch Inc
Developer //  February 2015 - Current
I work on a diverse team of developers, UX and digital designers and producers to build
interactive experiences. Using a wide range of technologies such as Node.js, React, Flux,
Backbone, WebGL, Express, and MongoDB to prototype ideas and deploy code ready to run
in all browsers. Integrating with CMS systems. In addition to client work I’m responsible for
researching and testing new technologies.
Access Intelligence  
Contract Front-End Web Developer  //  August 2014 - February 2015
I worked with a small team to create multimedia articles that utilize animation and parallax
effects tied to scrolling. I rebuilt their framework for parallax projects (built on top of Skrollr
and Bootstrap) and created a template for future projects. Lead development on a series of
sites built with Angular for various industry award programs.
A
 arting
Javascript Developer  //  June 2014 - November 2014
Working closely with the product co-founders on the front-end of a Ruby on Rails
application, I added JavaScript functionality to enhance user experience and add product
features.
Luxurious Animals
Junior Technologist  //  July 2013 - May 2014
W
 hile working on a team of front-end developers, I helped to architect, code, test, and
deploy applications while collaborating with designers and producers to shape the
functionality and user experience of desktop and mobile web applications. The team was
rigorous about employing best practices and exploring and testing new technologies.

technical skills

Developing cross-browser web sites and applications.
Precise translation of design into HTML and CSS.
R
 esponsive web design with CSS media-queries.
Proficient with Git for version control.
T
 echnologies used: HTML, CSS,  and JavaScript. Sass and Compass. Node.js, Yeoman,
Grunt, Gulp, Bower, Express.js, MongoDB, React, Flux, jQuery, Backbone.js, AngularJS,
RequireJS, Facebook Open Graph, Instagram and Twitter APIs, Bootstrap, Greensock
Animation Platform, Velocity.js, NPM and other open source frameworks, plugins, and
libraries necessary to get the job done.

education

Front-End + Ruby on Rails course at General Assembly, January - May 2013

		

BFA in Photography from Columbus Collage of Art and Design, 2001

some interests

Clean readable code. Full-stack JavaScript development. Learning new frameworks. Comic
books. Web experiments. Raspberry Pi and Arduinos. Plaid (the pattern).

JEFFD@HEXRAYS.AT // 917.617.8633 // http://hexrays.at/ // github.com/hexrays

